Appendix A – Limits applied to Web of Science Search

English Language

Exclude: MICROBIOLOGY OR SOCIAL ISSUES OR DEMOGRAPHY OR TRANSPLANTATION OR FOOD SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY OR CHEMISTRY OR MATERIALS SCIENCE OR SOCIOLOGY OR SPORT SCIENCES OR MATHEMATICAL COMPUTATIONAL BIOLOGY OR SUBSTANCE ABUSE OR ANATOMY MORPHOLOGY OR OPTICS OR BIOCHEMISTRY MOLECULAR BIOLOGY OR REHABILITATION OR/legal medicien or public environmental occupational health or computer science or agriculture or family studies or science technology other topics or spectroscopy or reproductive biology or imaging science photographic technology or acoustics or genetics heredity or physics or social sciences other topics or linguistics or government law or pathology or cell biology or biophysics or behavioural sciences or parasitology or radiology nuclear medicine medical imaging or information science library science or telecommunications or medical laboratory technology or social work or physiology or medical informatics or automation control systems or research experimental medicine or zoology or business economics or urban studies or audiology speech language pathology or nuclear science technology or environmental sciences ecology or ethnic studies or mathematics or anthropology or meteorology atmospheric sciences or life science biomedicine other topics or plant sciences or microscopy or nutrition dietetics or mechanics or engineering or communication or virology or thermodynamics or energy fuels or developmental biology or veterinary sciences or criminology penology or education educational research
Appendix B – Search Terms

1 Terms related to intravenous` route
inject* OR intravenous OR IV OR infusion* OR syringe*

2 Terms related to process
(small ADJ2 volume*) OR (low ADJ dos*) OR dilution* OR technique* OR manipulation* OR preparation

3 Terms related to accuracy and precision
accurac* OR inaccurac* OR precis* OR reproducib* OR accurate OR measur* OR variab*

4 Terms related to errors
error* OR overdose OR adverse drug event OR discrepanc* OR overadministration

5 Terms related to population
child* OR pediatric* OR paediatric* OR neonat* OR infant*

Combine as follows:

1 AND 4
1 AND 2 AND 3
1 AND 2 AND 4
1 AND 2 AND 5
1 AND 3 AND 4
1 AND 3 AND 5
1 AND 4 AND 5
2 AND 3 AND 4
2 AND 3 AND 5
3 AND 4 AND 5
4 AND 5

Combine the above combinations with OR
Appendix C  Database Search Flow Diagram
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